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GELTRONIK MASK AND
GELTRONIK EYES

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

GELTRONIK MASK is formed by a fabric with copper, zinc and silica filaments, and a hydroactive matrix, 
consisting of an adhesive gel, in which cosmetic or medical substances are dispersed. Thanks to the synergy 
between the tissue and the gel, the device, once applied to the skin, generates microcurrents increasing the 
absorption of the active substances.

The presence of copper and zinc filaments, with silica, causes an acceleration of cellular activity, providing 
greater oxygenation and vitality to the skin, and promoting the absorption of active substances.

MECHANISM OF ACTION

GELTRONIK is an innovative technology given by the union between HYDROGEL MATRIX and PATCHTRONIK 
technologies

-HYDROGEL MATRIX, a hydrogel matrix, suitable for various applications, both for the medical 
device and cosmetic sector, in which functional substances soluble in water or fat can be added in 
percentages of 1% to 20%. The pH of the matrix is between 4 and 6 and is formulated in such a way 
that it has a soft adhesion on the dermis and a formidable retention of the available water.

-PATCHTRONIK, an innovative and patented application, whose support layer consists of copper and 
zinc filaments, capable of generating microcurrents.

By combining both technologies, GELTRONIK guarantees a cooling effect and a quick and more effective 
release of the contained ingredients.
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GELTRONIK MASK AND
GELTRONIK EYES

NDICATIONS

GELTRONIK is a revolutionary method suitable for cosmetic and medical applications. The formats used are 
the facial mask and the eye contour.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

1) Open the pouch and take GELTRONIK MASK out.

2) Once the pouch is open, the product must be immediately used.

3) Remove the transparent protection liner.

4) Apply GELTRONIK MASK to face.

5) Have all parts of the mask well adhering to skin by a slight and delicate pressure.

6) Let GELTRONIK MASK act 20 minutes long, then remove it delicately.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

Combining different types of polymers we get a compact gel layer, capable of containing active ingredients. 
This gel is impregnated on a layer of iontophoretic fabric that supports it and shapes the mask while 
providing a certain degree of occlusion, favoring the penetration of the active ingredients.

It also incorporates the necessary cosmetic ingredients to achieve the desired cosmetic benefits. In this 
way, the hydrogel, due to its high water content, has a capacity for intrinsic freshness and relaxation to 
which the properties added by the added assets are added.

PRODUCT CATEGORY

Cosmetic.


